2007 camary

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Toyota Camry owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie
rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. The steering wheel will not align properly. That is, if the cross bar on the steering
wheel were straight, the car would go left". The price quoted by the shop that did the struts was
a bit high, so we went to a specialty tire store where we got the alignment done for a more
reasonable price". Repaired by Monroe in late Still out of line. Found out it was the ball joints,
which needed to be replaced". It makes a noise when hitting a bump". Very expensive repair".
They noticed fluid leaks so they said. Not sure I believe them. I'm still driving on them because
the brakes are NOT even making any noise yet NO metal on metal and NO clicking noise for the
safety tab that clicks when p". Mechanic indicated that rust caused the leakage. Replaced the
line and the pump. The leaked has stopped. I accomplished the task myself. Just need to check
it periodically. Repair cost shock! Toyota's repair costs are sky high, and causes me to consider
taking it to an independent dealer. Same for other supposedly minor repairs ". We did not detect
the problem. It was picked up at our 85, mile check up". Had the hose replaced at a local Toyota
dealer. Leak was gone, but cost to replace was expensive. My son who is a Mech. The model
has had a lot of complai". Friend kept an eye on it and advised when he thought it needed to be
replaced. NEVER had strut problems before". Spring may have been broken months prior due to
hitting a massive pot hole". The replacements squeek and groan when going over speed bumps
at a slow speed". Dealer mechanic diagnosed struts as the problem and so we replaced them".
Had to be replaced". All 4 were replaced". All new struts, mounts and springs were installed at it
drives like new". This has caused tires to wear uneven and less than comfort riding". My
mechanic was able to patch it". So I had the work done. With all the salt used on the winter
roads around here, I was not surprised by the problem. Very expensive". They were replaced".
Can't replace the shocks alone the whole assembly including springs has to be replaced - an
expensive proposition for an older car. Plus other aging suspension bits will have to be done at
the same time. So a major repair for a 15 year old car that still runs extremely well and is totally
reliable. So I am really not sure what to do, given the Camry's age. A better Toyota trained tech
diagnosed it and the struts were replaced. I had the front ones done too as miles on the original
made sense. No more rattle or knock. Replaced by Monroe in Ride no better at all. I probably
should not complain as this is the first time in over k miles that we have been hit with a major
expense. The service representative knew right away when i described the noise because it had
happened to other cars". Rear struts sway bars". Took car to dealer next day. Both front struts
and springs were replaced. I was told that continuing to drive the car without repair would be
dangerous. Bearings need replacement, etc. They want approx. I am in the process of getting an
independent mechanic's review of those conditions. Had to bring back several times". Always
blamed on tires, even those They sold to us. Eventually will have to be replaced at my expense".
Don't have this issue with the camry". Tires balance up beautifully only to leave the steering
wheel vibrating". Had dealer replace right axle. Last service was told right axle leaking again
and left axle now leaking". The tires are actually coming apart on the sidewalls. I have new tires
guaranteed for as long as I own the car. The dealer is only willing to replace 2 tires. He claims
that our dr". We took the car back to the dealer more than once to correct a pull in the steering.
They wore us down so we accepted the car "as is" but front tires wear irregularly. Someone at
the dealership went as far as saying: "another person had this problem and just traded it in on a
new vehicle". To be clear, this was a new vehicle". Bought four new tires and realigned the front
end". I booked the next week and no problem after that. A bit pricey IMO but what doesn't cost a
lot and virtually no repairs prior to this in 5 yrs. Replacement of the wheel bearing assembly
was required. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation
or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. I have to press very hard to break. It was unsafe
and I had to bring it in immediately to the dealership". One of the systems lamps had burned.
Toyota recalled for inside visors. They refused to pay for one of the visors". Very expensive
from the dealer! Eventually Toyota had a recall to replace the actuator assembly for certain
model years". The other issues were checked because with a failing ABS system they don't
work correctly. My ABS accumulator was repaired under an extended warranty campaign from
the manufacturer". Dealer did system flush". All cost covered by Toyota even though the car

was out of warrenty". Brakes did not work for a few seconds and then jerked as if jammed over
and over. Car was not driveable and had to be towed to the dealer". After taking car in for
repairs o2 sensor the light came back on 1 month later. Then dealer repaired again for different
item but same problem, charged again". Since then I have mostly ignored it. However,
occasionally there is a pulsation, a grinding feeling and whooping sound when I press hard on
the brake. It feels like is comes from the passenger side front. I have been advised by family
members to not worry about it. I had no problems braking in the winter weather this Past year.
The complete ABS control module unit needed to be replaced. Seems like it is a common
proble. ABS modual fails. Toyota is aware of the problem. Car remained operable throughout".
No pull no noise no nothing. How is the operator to know of serious failures? Having to replace
brake pads and calipers tells me they have certainly cheapened their parts. Too bad I have been
a Toyota guy for 25 years. May re". Replaced rotors and calipers". When starting out in the
morning and sometimes when making a left turn, I can hear the pads make a noise against the
rotors. Firestone redid some of the brake job, no questions asked. Issue happens less, but has
not gone away. This happened with about , miles". Toyota applied a master cylinder warranty
repair to address the pulsating problem". Toyota paid half". Expected brakes to wear - not really
a "Problem", just average use". I think that indicates normal wear vs premature wear, no? Very
happy with their performance. I never experienced any problems braking. Thought it best to
have them fixed it's the wife's car ". Replace with Fall lineup. After replacement problems
resurfaced after only 10, miles on same wheel. Always use the emergency brake when parking
so replacement may have been to the use over the 11 years. Vehicle is driven mostly highway.
Not a manufacturer problem". Dealer claims that thinner rotors are being used to save weight
and that regenerative braking from hybrid engine reduces brake USge and exacerbates rusting.
Fuel savings does not pay". Note: Toyota dealer does all the repairs and maintenance oil
changes, etc. Front disc brakes have only needed replacing twice , and , miles. Took it back to
dealer the same thing happened. It is a warranty repair and part has been on back order for
three months. Then had 6 tries to refix the recurring pulsation. Mechanic said it was a slight
warping of the rotors probably due to overheating and it was not a safety issue because the
brakes were doing their job.. It because of normal wear". It was my decision to change the
rotors rather than have them turned". The vehicle was service by the selling dealer since
purchasing and no one mention that the rotors was in bad cond". Two years ago had to replace
entire rear brake system due to one "frozen" caliper and braking needs to be equal on both
sides for safety". Rotate tires every 5, miles; this was expensive nonsense". I was told that this
is very unusual". Just general wear and tear caused the needed repairs. Dealer thought it was
due to road debris. Worked fine one day, noise the next. Was told by the dealer the rotors
needed replaced. Had them replaced and the noise is still there. The noise is never heard going
forward". It has done this all 7 years we have had it and the dealer folks said most Camrys do
this and no fix is required". Rear were replaced". The brakes rust far too much, stick when
sitting idle for any length of time. On top of this, the dealership completely punted and sent us
to a specialist". Causing the rad to be replaced". The Toyota dealer stated that they have seen
such leakage before and it results from corrosion of clamps on sunroof drain tubes. Toyota
charged me for the. This was a real pain to figure o". The seals at doors and windows are
failing". All carpet need to be replaced. Almost all within 30, miles. Replaced drain hoses for
sunroof which stopped leak on driver side but not the passenger side. The drain stopper on the
passenger side was missing so it was replaced. There is still a leak on the front passenger
floor". I will normally find this problem after a heavy rainfall. I have a pretty good idea where the
water enters, so I have a towel in place so that it doesn't ruin items in the trunk. That then
caused mold to grow. It was fixed once while under warranty, but it quickly returned".
Readjusting the seat-back angle stopped it". In the winter time the dash board squeaks until the
car warms up". Ford Fusion is much quieter". Loose defrost duct? Toyota "fixed it" with a kit,
but that lasted less than a year. Very annoying". It has only gotten worse with time. Toyota
issued a tech bulletin detailing the problem and repairs. The repairs cost thoUSnds and, of
course,". Toyota dealership could not isolate or resolve the issue. In fairness, did not keep
pursuing after a while and just dealt with the noise". Has been an ongoing issue the past 1. It is
highly annoying. I suspect cracked plastic". No forward brake noise". Also makes a different
rattling sound like something is loose when there is unevenness on road and when it's windy".
They have increased somewhat over time, but have generally been minor. Just seems like
poorly fitted car". Removed and replaced alternator assembly to eliminate squeak. Electrically
nothing was wrong with the alternator. The windows are most notable with the dash in a close
race. The car is very bad with rattles". Just a few more than it used to have". This solved the
rattles and noises". Took it to multiple, different shops, who were unable to diagnose and fix.
The engine is also quite loud now. The volume of the noise has increased over time. The loud

noise is a source of embarrassment, as my car, while it still runs appropriately and hasn't had
major problems, seems "ghetto"". Noise a result of the AC problem. Will be silent for approx.
Six toyota vehicles visible from my front door also experience this same problem.. My car has
been doing this for over five years. Is kind of a squealing song usually first thing in the morning.
Can't seem to find where it is coming from exactly. Have to increase the radio volume, need to
talk louder, mainly on the expressways. The sound just seems to come from throughout the car.
Changed tires, made sure windows where closed. Just a noisy car". Almost can not hear
conversations at speed". There is also a rattle in the trunk which they would not recognize and
repair". Volume level on stereo has to be at least mid 30's to hear clearly and stereo must be off
if you want to carry on a conversation. My grand am was way quieter than this car,". Plus the
dash board has always squeeks. Freon has continued to have a slow leak. Have attempted to
pinpoint source with dye and no success". I have had to ad freon more than once. I have
decided to continue to add Freon when needed". Had to install a rebuilt AC as new ones no
longer made. Replaced with rebuilt unit". Constantly turns on air and recycle options even when
not needed. Poorly designed option, and can't disconnect it". Confusing about the automatic
control and the direct manual control". Will never buy another Toyota AC blower in back seat
sticks had to replace 2 axles front this year for slinging grease". Once the button stops flashing
the system works but only through the front fence. The defroster Vents and the floor vents are
inoperable. This appears to be a common problem in Toyota Camry. If fact it would stay on after
turning the car off, i. I ordered one on line and got the dealer to install it while they replacing the
dash board on the extended warranty". I took it to the dealer and they said I needed a whole new
console to house the unit that was the air handler for the back I said no and banged on it
several times and wahla, it began to work perfectly. Something had gotten stuck in their cheap
plastic parts. It has worked perfectly ever since. What a total rip off that would have been I am
71 and will drive the car until it dies. When it does, I will junk it and buy a new one if I am still
alive. When I take it in, they say that they don't hear anything, even though I describe the
problem as a startup issue lasting about min. Now it is almost continuous, and they still did not
fix it or address the problem after I took it in for a few other issues, even though it was specified
on the invoice to check. Had to remove the dashboard which was damaged during removal. The
mechanic told me they might damage the dashboard so they are not responsible. Turns out
there was a recall on the dashboard that expired last year. I did not know about the recall.
Required the dash be removed to replace it. It may have been the exchanger. It had stopped
working and was leaking freon. Had to go to dealer to get dash replaced because it was under a
recall. Very expensive! If this were not a Toyota, it would not have been worth the money to get
this repaired, but even with , miles on it I decided it was worth the money". Dash was damaged
during repair work". Had it replaced and that is when the noise began. The climate system no
longer cooled the vehicle". Required removal and reinstallation of the entire dash to replace it".
Dash damaged by local repair shop during evaporator replacement. Chose to replace the
expansion valve at same time to hopefully prevent having to drop the dash again. The person
was very nice and the cars does cool the inside better than before. Knicks in the dash board
and other parts of the plastic that had to be removed to get to the evaporator. Windshield wiper
put on wrong side. Just poor workmanship. To replace the evaporator, the whole dashboard of
the car had to be removed, very time consuming. It would have been a major, major cost except
an extended warranty on the dash board that entailed replacement of it. Have paid thousands of
dollars in repairs". They can not open the box to repair it". Once the dealership replaced the
dashboard, heater no longer work AND the compass on the inside rear view mirror quit
functioning. I don't know what the technician at the dealership do to mess them up. Now AC
cools well. Leaked again over a few months and now needs recharged again". The dealer tested
it and found it low on Freon. Put colored gas in and we are to drive it for two weeks to see if he
can spot the leak". Recharging of system appeared to solve problem". The dealer stated that
correction of the problem with require the disassembling the dashboard the labor for which will
make this a very expensive repair". Just aggravating. Small issue for a 13 year old vehicle.
Recommendation was to evacuate and recharge. The system was 0. Compressor clutch relay
also failed. Dealer charged outrageous amount to repair". April not keeping the car cool when
AC used". Problem started about a month ago. Have not fixed yet. The car required a major
repair time and cost because of a faulty AC system - blowing hot air because all the refrigerant
coolant leaked out of the system". I am not having it repaired. We have refrigerant put in
whenever it runs low. In winter that was about every 6 weeks. Don't know how often it will be in
summer, yet. A recharge of the system fixed the problem. They could not find a leak and said if
it happened again it was internal and that it was not worth fixing. Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services

at Unlock Ratings. New Used Toyota Camry Change Vehicle. The Camry proved capable, quiet
and well rounded in all test versions, but not exciting to drive. Handling is sound, though not
sporty. Ride quality is comfortable and the interior is roomy. While all powertrains are refined
and economical, the V6 XLE is very quick and the Hybrid combines good performance with
great fuel economy. There are 10 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most
Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls.
Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling.
Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate
System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More
Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how
through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Alignment "Seems
that no matter how many alignments I get as much as 1 every 3 months the car still pulls to one
side" Jeff H. That is, if the cross bar on the steering wheel were straight, the car would go left"
Douglas B. The price quoted by the shop that did the struts was a bit high, so we went to a
specialty tire store where we got the alignment done for a more reasonable price" Louise G. It
makes a noise when hitting a bump" Greg D. Very expensive repair" Leon H. The model has had
a lot of complai" Maryanne E. Spring may have been broken months prior due to hitting a
massive pot hole" Paul K. The replacements squeek and groan when going over speed bumps
at a slow speed" Paul H. Dealer mechanic diagnosed struts as the problem and so we replaced
them" Judy R. This has caused tires to wear uneven and less than comfort riding" J S. The
service representative knew right away when i described the noise because it had happened to
other cars" Dennis J. Rear struts sway bars" Kevin M. Had to bring back several times" Byron V.
Eventually will have to be replaced at my expense" Michael L. To be clear, this was a new
vehicle" Greg D. Antilock system ABS "My breaks stopped working. It was unsafe and I had to
bring it in immediately to the dealership" Patricia H. They refused to pay for one of the visors"
Jean L. My ABS accumulator was repaired under an extended warranty campaign from the
manufacturer" Brandon H. All cost covered by Toyota even though the car was out of warrenty"
Randall J. May re" James M. Replaced rotors and calipers" Roderick P. This happened with
about , miles" Thomas P. Toyota applied a master cylinder warranty repair to address the
pulsating problem" Anonymous, CA Toyota Camry Hybrid 2. Toyota paid half" Jay L. Fuel
savings does not pay" Greg C. It was my decision to change the rotors rather than have them
turned" Walter S. The vehicle was service by the selling dealer since purchasing and no one
mention that the rotors was in bad cond" Willie A. Two years ago had to replace entire rear
brake system due to one "frozen" caliper and braking needs to be equal on both sides for
safety" Jack W. Rotate tires every 5, miles; this was expensive nonsense" Anonymous, NY
Toyota Camry "Brake rotors warp easily and need turning or replacement" James M. The noise
is never heard going forward" Joseph G. It has done this all 7 years we have had it and the
dealer folks said most Camrys do this and no fix is required" Albert N. On top of this, the
dealership completely punted and sent us to a specialist" Tom D. Al" Charles H. It was fixed
once while under warranty, but it quickly returned" Nancy S. In the winter time the dash board
squeaks until the car warms up" Lee P. The repairs cost thoUSnds and, of course," Ray H. Also
makes a different rattling sound like something is loose when there is unevenness on road and
when it's windy" Anonymous, OH Toyota Camry LE 2. The car is very bad with rattles" Ted P.
This solved the rattles and noises" David S. The loud noise is a source of embarrassment, as
my car, while it still runs appropriately and hasn't had major problems, seems "ghetto""
Anonymous, HI Toyota Camry LE 2. Just a noisy car" Lee P. My grand am was way quieter than
this car," Terry V. Confusing about the automatic control and the direct manual control" K L.
Will never buy another Toyota AC blower in back seat sticks had to replace 2 axles front this
year for slinging grease" Hilda B. I ordered one on line and got the dealer to install it while they
replacing the dash board on the extended warranty" Anonymous, AL Toyota Camry LE 2. If this
were not a Toyota, it would not have been worth the money to get this repaired, but even with ,
miles on it I decided it was worth the money" Richard S. The climate system no longer cooled
the vehicle" Joseph W. They can not open the box to repair it" Betsey M. Leaked again over a
few months and now needs recharged again" Greg T. Put colored gas in and we are to drive it
for two weeks to see if he can spot the leak" Frank G. The dealer stated that correction of the
problem with require the disassembling the dashboard the labor for which will make this a very
expensive repair" Anonymous, CA Toyota Camry SE 2. Dealer charged outrageous amount to
repair" Paul H. April not keeping the car cool when AC used" Norman V. The car required a

major repair time and cost because of a faulty AC system - blowing hot air because all the
refrigerant coolant leaked out of the system" Anonymous, FL Toyota Camry LE 2. While it still
won't win the title of "world's sexiest family sedan," the new Toyota Camry's combination of
comfort, refinement and reliability will very likely allow it to keep the title belt for "America's
best-selling sedan. In our experience, buyers of family sedans are usually looking for a car that
provides a roomy and comfortable interior, a refined driving experience and a reputation for
reliability. While most modern sedans meet these qualifications, only two have excelled over the
past decade: the Honda Accord and the Toyota Camry. For much of that period, the Toyota
Camry has held the sales advantage, and it's been America's best-selling sedan for eight of the
past nine years. Now, for , Toyota has fully redesigned the Camry, and we have no doubt that it
will continue to appeal to a large section of buyers. As it has done with each generation before,
Toyota has increased the Camry's size and power for Underneath the new car, one will find the
familiar MacPherson struts up front and a dual-link independent rear suspension. Spring rates
and suspension geometries were completely revised, however, to give the car a sharper feel
without compromising ride quality. Wheel size has gone from 15 to 16 inches on base models,
while the sportier SE trim gets its own set of inch aluminum wheels. For the outside, the car
receives a full styling refresh. Toyota describes the new Camry's look as "athletic and elegant"
and "styled in a way that is certain to elicit a positive emotional response. To our eyes the front
end is a bit heavy looking with its bulbous nose, while the somewhat drooping head- and
taillights are simply odd. This year also ushers in changes for the Camry's available
powertrains. For the power-inclined, there's a new horsepower V6 that gives the Camry
sport-sedan performance. As far as features, even the base-level Camry comes nicely equipped,
with power windows, cruise and a CD player all standard. And all trims include a standard
tire-pressure monitoring system. Moving all the way up the Camry line will get you Lexus-like
luxury with elegant cabin furnishings and available high-end luxury features, such as a
navigation system and Bluetooth wireless capability. All of these evolutionary changes have
made the Toyota Camry a very appealing choice. Of course, it's not the family sedan for
everybody. The Hyundai Sonata is thousands of dollars cheaper and comes with a better
warranty. The Volkswagen Passat is more prestigious to own. The Chrysler C has a thumping
V8. The redesigned Nissan Altima, when it arrives, will likely boast superior handling
performance. And there's still the very impressive Accord. But for the mainstream part of the
family-sedan segment, the new Camry has set the bar even higher in regards to features,
performance, reputation and price. Yes, you get what you pay for, and in this case that turns out
to be a new benchmark in the highly competitive family sedan market. The Toyota Camry comes
as a midsize four-door sedan in five trim levels. The base CE counts inch wheels, air
conditioning, power windows and mirrors, cruise control, a tilt and telescoping steering wheel,
and a six-speaker audio system with a CD player and auxiliary input jack as standard
equipment. The Camry LE adds keyless entry and an eight-way power driver seat. The SE
includes a sport-tuned suspension, inch alloy wheels, and special interior and exterior styling
details. The luxurious XLE pampers its occupants with a watt JBL sound system that
incorporates Bluetooth technology, a moonroof, wood-tone accents, reclining rear seats, an
automatic dual-zone climate control system with a high-tech air filter and, on the V6 model,
leather seating. The various trim levels should satisfy most buyers' needs, however, a few key
options are available, such as stability control and, on the XLE trim, a navigation system and
heated seats. Standard on all trim levels is a 2. A potent 3. With the V6, the Camry can reach 60
mph in just 6. Every Camry comes with seven airbags dual-stage front airbags, front-seat side
and full-length side curtain airbags and a driver knee airbag , a tire-pressure monitor and
antilock brakes with BrakeAssist BA and Electronic Brakeforce Distribution EBD. Stability
control which includes traction control is optional across the line. A quiet, soft ride still
characterizes the Camry's on-road demeanor, though this year's revisions give the handling
dynamics a slightly sportier feel. Still, the overriding impression is one of refinement and a
somewhat isolated feel from the road compared to more athletic competitors like the Mazda 6
and Nissan Altima. Toyota knows that the majority of buyers in this market segment are more
interested in comfortable, stress-free travel than tearing through corners, and the refined and
very capable Camry should once again prove to be a hit with them. In addition to more space for
passengers, the Toyota Camry offers other features that increase cabin comfort. XLEs with
cloth upholstery have a unique treatment using silkworm cocoon extract that coats the fabric,
making it very soft to the touch. Additionally, XLE rear-seat passengers can recline their
seatbacks. All Camrys have a trip computer, larger instruments than before and a dual-tiered
dash that makes for a more spacious feel. Plenty of cubbies and compartments serve to hold
CDs, cell phones and garage cards. The Camry's trunk holds 15 cubic feet of cargo. If you listen
to Toyota's representatives describe the all-new Toyota Camry, you'd think it was an entirely

different car from the one it replaces. Words like "passion," "emotional" and "athletic" were
peppered throughout the speeches by various Toyota folks during the car's first drive event. So
let's get one thing straight before we begin â€” the redesigned Toyota Camry is not a
passion-filled, highly emotional or super-athletic sedan. And by the way, that's OK. In fact, if
Toyota ever does anything radical to the Camry we're going to lock the company's executive
team up in a Taurus and let them see what radical design can do to an otherwise successful
family car. Don't mess with success Certainly there are plenty of sedans in this segment that
could use a good "shaking up" in terms of fundamental philosophy and execution, but the
Toyota Camry is not one of them. It's been America's best-selling sedan for eight of the last nine
years. The only model to upstage it, once, in nearly a decade is the Honda Accord. With ,plus
sales a year, we'd like to think Toyota would simply take the Camry's strongest selling points
and make them better. After experiencing the all-new version, we're happy to report that's
exactly what Toyota did. As in previous years, the new Camry comes with either a four-cylinder
engine or a V6. It also comes with an all-new hybrid drivetrain that makes horsepower as much
as the current 3. A drivetrain for all seasons The four-cylinder is essentially the same 2. Buyers
shopping a six-cylinder family sedan will find a substantially upgraded drivetrain in the Toyota
Camry. At horsepower and lb-ft of torque the new V6 propels the Camry with authority.
Connecting this power to the Camry's front wheels is an all-new six-speed automatic
transmission that can be manually shifted or left in full auto mode where, according to Toyota, it
will learn the driver's driving style and pick gears accordingly. No manual transmission is
available on V6 models. The family sedan goes green If all that technology still isn't enough for
you, there's an even more advanced model coming for â€” the Camry Hybrid. Like the Prius and
Highlander before it, the Camry Hybrid will use Toyota's Hybrid Synergy Drive system that
couples an internal combustion engine to an electric motor-inverter and rechargeable battery
pack. The engine half is the same 2. Atkinson-cycle engines will delay the closing of the intake
valves to improve fuel-efficiency while creating less horsepower. That's where the hp electric
motor comes in to assist with acceleration. This motor can also power the Camry Hybrid
without the help of the engine, but only under light throttle applications at speeds below 30
mph. Actually, during our time with the Camry Hybrid we did manage several seconds of
electric motor-only operation at almost 40 mph â€” until the road sloped up. Toyota does claim
a zero-to time for the Camry Hybrid of less than 9 seconds, a number our internal
accelerometers would agree with based on our short time behind the wheel. Yet company reps
told us a current-generation Camry, with the new hybrid drivetrain, averaged 36 mpg over a
4,mile trip between New York and Los Angeles during early testing. They are confident the new,
sleeker-bodied car will improve on that real-world number. Regardless, you'll be hard-pressed
to discern the Camry Hybrid from standard versions, though it does have a bit more chrome on
the front grille and vertical versus horizontal reverse lights. People are going to want this car "
Toyota's emphasis, not ours. Styling is ultimately a purely subjective element in vehicle design,
so we'll leave each of you to decide for yourself how successful Toyota was in its mission. We
will say this much: The new Camry's look is more athletic, elegant and emotional than the
current version. Platform changes on the model go beyond new styling. While the new car
sticks with MacPherson struts up front and a dual-link independent rear suspension, all lower
control arms, spring rates and suspension geometries were completely revised to give the car a
sharper feel without compromising ride quality. And all trims include a standard tire-pressure
monitoring system that alerts drivers when pressure drops below a standard setting.
Technology comes standard That tire-pressure monitoring system is just one of many examples
of Toyota pushing the technology envelope with this latest Camry. Other standard features
across the entire model line include halogen headlamps with auto on-off functionality, auxiliary
audio inputs for external MP3 players, antilock brakes with BrakeAssist and Electronic
Brakeforce Distribution, and seven airbags. That last item includes dual-stage front airbags,
side and side curtain airbags, and a driver knee airbag. You get all that on a base CE model
without checking a single option box. We tried out each of these versions during the press
introduction and came away impressed by the new Camry's quiet and comfortable cabin, its
high degree of interior and exterior build quality, and its overall refinement. Sound familiar?
Sleeper sale Toyota sold approximately , Camrys last year â€” before the car's redesign and
before the availability of a hybrid version. Prices for the Toyota Camry haven't been released
yet, but they should align closely with models. The company is expecting to sell at least , this
year, with that 30, bump coming from sales of the Camry Hybrid alone. But with over , Prius
sales last year, we think Toyota may be underestimating the numbers. Regardless, we don't
think the Camry's "best-selling sedan" title is going anywhere soon. Available styles include LE
4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed

decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Toyota Camry. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Toyota lease specials Check out Toyota Camry lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
No manual transmission available with V6, some odd styling elements. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Toyota's
perennially best-selling family sedan gets a complete makeover for Read more. Write a review
See all reviews. Great Fix for the Glitch. Now I can say that this is an exciting car to drive. Good
job Toyota, for correcting what should not have been in the first place. You will feel the
difference. Read less. Purchased my Camry SE, 4 cylinder, auto brand new in December to
replace a car that was totalled in an accident. Chose it over a slightly used Acura TSX-auto. The
black cloth interior and special gauge lighting specific to the Camry SE also helped seal the
deal. The Camry SE was comfortable, quiet, reliable, good on gas and as stated earlier, easy on
the eyes. Camry XLE V6 - excellent. Extremely reliable. This Camry V6 has been the most
reliable and maintenance free car I've every owned And I've owned at least 20 cars! I have ,
miles on it, only maintenance has been two sets of tires, one set of brake pads, wiper blades
and cabin filter. It still has the original battery! The engine is very smooth and powerful better
than my wife's newer BMW. I still get 30 mpg on the highway. It runs the same now as it did 9
years ago. I think the reclining rear seat didn't allow for the folding, poor design choice. No one
ever reclines the rear seat. Great car! Now going on 10 years at , miles. No issues, although
might finally need a new battery, not bad after 10 years! OK, first of all I was really reluctant to
buy after I read some of the posts here. However, I rented a Camry before I bought one to see if I
could experience what people here experienced. In the rental I did experience the hesitation but
nothing I couldn't live with. Overall I was impressed. I bought a new Camry after I rented one. I
have experienced none of the bad experiences posted here. The car is performing well. The only
slight problem is a vibration at 70mph, feels like an out of balance tire. I drove the car miles in
the last week and gas mileage averaged 26 mpg. So that is my experience. See all reviews of the
Used Toyota Camry. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Camry. Sign Up. Make Model Year.
Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Toyota is the best vehicle in the world.. This camry is a
winner The engine is functioning properly and has no issues. The transmission shifts very
smoothly. The brakes are in great condition. Clean recent new vehicle trade! Well maintained!
Power drivers seat, steering wheel audio controls, alloy wheels, point inspection with a 5 star
detail! Come schedule a test drive today and experience the TLC difference! Recent Arrival!
Odometer is miles below market average! Dealer sets actual selling price. While great effort is
made to ensure the accuracy of the information on this site, errors do occur so please verify
information with a customer service rep. This is easily done by calling us at or by visiting us at
the dealership. The service youll get at 2 Mannys Auto Sales will be 2nd to none! Give us a call
to speak to a friendly salesperson at , email us at 2mannysautosales gmail. Great car with very
low miles. Must see and drive. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No
back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms
and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Check out this gently-used
Toyota Camry we recently got in. The less money you spend at the pump, the more money
you'll have to spend on you. So why not consider this wonderfully styled, fuel-efficient Toyota
Camry. This low mileage Toyota Camry has barely been touched. It's the next best thing to
buying new. More information about the Toyota Camry: The Camry continues to live up to its
reputation as one of the most sensible buys among mid-size sedans, with the frugal
four-cylinder CE model more feature-loaded than ever, the V6 more luxurious and powerful than
before, and an advanced new Hybrid model that's surprisingly affordable. Furthermore,
automotive leasing expert ALG ranks the Camry as the mid-size car with the strongest residual
value, which translates to strong resale value. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be
deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus,
illness or disease. Sweet Wheels! Great Deals!. Every 4th oil change is free! Wholesale to the
Public' offers consumers the ability to purchase a vehicle at pre-auction pricing. All vehicles

sold as 'Wholesale to the Public' are sold AS-IS; meaning there is no expressed or implied
warranty toward the condition of the vehicle. The cost for any and all repairs on AS-IS vehicles
falls to the responsibility of the purchaser of the vehicle. When you do business with Todd
Wenzel, we want you to have a premium experience; that is why we offer the Todd Wenzel
Platinum Rewards Program to our customers. You can expect to receive VIP service like free
multi-point inspections and on-demand courtesy vehicles at no charge. It's that simple. Learn
more at toddwenzelplatinum. Get ready to go for a ride in this Toyota Camry LE, which comes
equipped with a braking assist, a MP3 player, anti-lock brakes, dual airbags, side air bag
system, and airbag deactivation. Want a 4 dr sedan you can rely on? This one has a crash test
rating of 5 out of 5 stars! Exhibiting a ravishing silver exterior and an ash interior, this vehicle
won't be on the market for long. This is the vehicle for you! Give us a call today and don't let it
slip away! Here at Skyline Mitsubishi we do care about our valued customers. Welcome to
Skyline Mitsubishi. Please ask for the Internet Manager when calling for information on our
vehicles or to schedule a test drive. Thank you. Let us show you just how easy it is to find the
car you are looking for. Contact us today! Our team who specialize in pre-owned vehicle sales
are ready to serve all your needs. Call us at local or toll free. Heuberger Motors has been family
owned and operated for nearly 50 years and is the largest volume Subaru dealer in America, 10
years running. Visit We offer a 72 Hour used car exchange policy, plus each vehicle is
reconditioned to Kings Toyota standards and has passed over service quality assurance
checkpoints! We also provide a free CarFax history report with each vehicle! Online listings are
with approved credit. This pricing cannot be combined with any other offer. We are not
responsible for any typographical errors. Auto Provider also has many financing options to
choose from with interest rates as low as 2. Ask us about your auto financing needs and we will
provide you with your solutions. Price is a cash price or with approved credit. Price is subject to
change without notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission
Automatic 9, Manual Engine Type Gas 9, Cylinders 4 cylinders 8, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. Know The Deal.
No accidents. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 10, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Great Fix
for the Glitch. Now I can say that this is an exciting car to drive. Good job Toyota, for correcting
what should not have been in the first place. You will feel the difference. Read more. Read less.
Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
tekonsha voyager brake controller wiring diagram
12v outlet wiring diagram
cayenne gts manual
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

